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The issue of Kuwaiti prisoners and missing persons
was discussed with the Iraqi undersecretary as a
humanitarian cause that concerns all Kuwaitis, he said,
re-stressing that the Kuwaiti government represented
by the foreign and interior ministries would spare no
effort to close this file and determine the fate of all those
missing. He expressed gratitude to the United Nations
for sponsoring the handover in line with Security
Council Resolution 2107 (issued in the year 2013) that
partially mentions the necessity of bringing back

Kuwaiti properties looted during the invasion.
Meanwhile, Dr Kamel Abuljelil, Director General of the

National Library and Secretary General of the National
Council for Culture, Arts and Letters, said the books and
items are of valuable content, expressing pleasure over
handing them back in a move that will bolster bilateral
relations between the two brotherly countries, anew. 

Acting UN Resident Coordinator Hideko Hadzialic
congratulated the Iraqi and Kuwaiti leaderships for this
tangible improvement in bilateral relations, also valuing
Kuwait’s constructive role at the Security Council, in
addition to its hosting a conference for rebuilding
regions liberated from the so-called Islamic State in
Iraq, resulting in the allocation of $30 billion for this
purpose. She also voiced satisfaction with Iraqi govern-
ment efforts for backing cooperation and friendly ties
with Kuwait, an approach that will facilitate resolving
difficult issues between the two sides. — KUNA 
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of Commons, described the closure as a “constitutional
outrage” designed to stymie debate on Brexit, with Britain
currently on course to crash out without a divorce deal.

An EU summit on Oct 17-18 could decide whether
Britain ends its four decades of membership without a with-
drawal agreement that governs future trade relations and
citizens’ rights. Johnson said there would be “ample time”
either side of the summit for MPs to debate Brexit. And he
said it was “completely untrue” that the move was designed
to stop MPs blocking his Brexit strategy. Johnson said it was
to “bring forward a new, bold and ambitious domestic leg-
islative agenda for the renewal of our country after Brexit”.
The government’s chief Brexit adviser David Frost was in
Brussels for talks yesterday.

In the seismic 2016 referendum on Britain’s EU member-
ship, 52 percent voted in favor of leaving the bloc, a result
that has left parliament and the country bitterly divided.
Johnson insists Britain must leave on the Oct 31 deadline -
already twice-delayed - with or without a divorce deal from
Brussels. Parliament has rejected three times the withdrawal
agreement struck between Brussels and the government of
Johnson’s predecessor Theresa May.

Parliament typically goes into recess again around the
annual party conference season, which kicks off on Sept 14
and ends on Oct 2. Bercow, who was not forewarned about

Johnson’s suspension decision, said: “It is blindingly obvious
that the purpose of prorogation now would be to stop parlia-
ment debating Brexit”. “Shutting down parliament would be
an offence against the democratic process.”

The pound slumped more than one percent at one stage,
but shares rose as London-listed multinationals stand to gain
from a weaker currency. Johnson’s move “certainly caught
markets off-guard”, noted Craig Erlam, senior market analyst
at Oanda. Corbyn called it “an outrage” and a “smash-and-
grab on our democracy in order to force through a no-deal
exit”, while Labour’s finance spokesman John McDonnell
branded it a “coup”.

Liberal Democrat Brexit spokesman Tom Brake tweeted:
“The mother of all parliaments will not allow him to shut the
people’s parliament out of the biggest decision facing our
country. His declaration of war will be met with an iron fist.”
Lib Dem MP Sarah Wollaston said Johnson was “behaving
like a tin pot dictator”. Robert Craig, a constitutional expert at
Durham University, said there was “theoretically absolutely
nothing wrong” with the suspension, noting it was normal for
a new leader to start a fresh parliamentary session. “But the
reason that it is causing outrage is because it’s reducing the
number of available days for parliament to stop a no-deal.”

Analyst Maddy Thimont Jack, from the Institute for
Government think-tank, said the timing was controversial.
“I don’t think it’s a constitutional crisis,” he told AFP,
adding: “Stopping no-deal is definitely still possible. There
is still time.” A petition against the move has already col-
lected around 350,000 signatures, meaning it will be
debated by MPs. More than 70 parliamentarians have also
launched a fast-track legal bid at the highest civil court in
Scotland, aimed at preventing Johnson from suspending
parliament. — AFP 
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that he protested that the comments came from
friends and that he never posted his own political views
but said his visa was nonetheless canceled and he was
sent home.

The US Customs and Border Protection agency con-
firmed that it refused entry to Ajjawi but said it could
not provide specific information due to reasons of pri-
vacy and law enforcement. “This individual was deemed
inadmissible to the United States based on information
discovered during the CBP inspection,” said Michael
McCarthy, a spokesman for the agency. A State
Department official said he could not legally discuss
details of the case but added: “Generally US law does
not authorize the refusal of visas based solely on politi-
cal statements or views if those statements or views
would be lawful in the United States.”

Ajjawi said he hoped to resolve his case in time to
start classes next week at Harvard, one of the world’s
most prestigious universities, The Harvard Crimson
said. President Donald Trump has made a tough line on
immigration a signature issue, with his administration
deciding to monitor the social media use of all visitors
as well as legal immigrants. The move has prompted
strong criticism from civil liberties advocates, who note
that the US Constitution’s First Amendment guarantees
freedom of speech.

Meanwhile, Palestinian leaders are in uproar after
the US State Department’s website removed the terri-
tories from its list of countries and areas, following a
slew of pro-Israel actions by Trump. The official web-
site no longer has a separate entry for the Palestinian
Authority. An archived version of the website from the
2009-2017 presidency of Barack Obama shows that
“Palestinian Territories” were listed among countries
and areas both on the opening page and in the section
of the Near East bureau.

A State Department official played down the shift
when asked on Tuesday. “The website is being updated.
There has been no change to our policy,” she said. She

did not say if the website, which recently underwent a
redesign, would again include a separate entry for the
Palestinian territories. But Palestinian leaders doubted
that the change - which follows the removal of the term
“occupied territories” in some US publications and
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s musings of
annexing much of the West Bank - was unintentional.

The Palestinian cabinet, after a meeting chaired
Monday by prime minister Mohammad Shtayyeh, said
the move “confirms the American bias towards Israel”.
The cabinet said that the shift “cannot override the
Palestinian rights, which the world countries have unan-
imously recognized,” as quoted by the official
Palestinian news agency WAFA. Saeb Erekat, secretary
general of the Palestine Liberation Organization and its
veteran negotiator, said the removal “is not about US
national interests. This is about advancing the agenda
of the council of Israeli settlers”. “Deciding not to see
the truth does not mean canceling its existence,” he
tweeted.

Dan Shapiro, who served as US ambassador to
Israel under Obama, called the website change “crazy”.
“Palestinians are not going anywhere. US interests
require engaging with them. Israel itself still cooperates
with the Palestinian Authority in various ways,” he
tweeted. Trump has been unabashedly supportive of
Israel and its rightwing leader, taking several landmark
moves including recognizing bitterly contested
Jerusalem as the capital of the Jewish state.

He has also slashed funding to the Palestinian
refugee agency and recently encouraged Netanyahu to
ban entry of two Democratic lawmakers, both Muslim
women, who have been critical of Israel. The Palestinian
Authority has said that it no longer considers the
United States an honest broker and has refused
Trump’s peace initiatives, boycotting a conference in
June in Bahrain aimed at development of the territories. 

Also, a long-promised US proposal for Israeli-
Palestinian peace will remain under wraps until Israel’s
elections are over in September, the White House spe-
cial envoy said yesterday. “We have decided that we
will not be releasing the peace vision (or parts of it)
prior to the Israeli election,” Jason Greenblatt tweeted.
Greenblatt appeared to be clearing up confusion over
the timing of the plan’s release following a mixed mes-
sage from Trump over the weekend. —  Agencies 
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Under the administration of former president Barack
Obama, US officials held brief talks with Houthi leaders in
June 2015, just three months after the Saudi intervention
began, to convince them to attend UN-sponsored peace
talks in Geneva to resolve the crisis. The Geneva conference
and further rounds of negotiations failed to resolve the crisis,
which has pushed impoverished Yemen to the brink of famine.

The Wall Street Journal said US officials were set to meet
with Saudi leaders to push them to take a diplomatic
approach. Prince Khalid bin Salman, the Saudi deputy
defense minister and brother of Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman, arrived in Washington this week for talks with a
number of US officials. The Journal said he would meet with
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo.

Meanwhile, Yemen government forces reclaimed the inter-
im capital Aden and its presidential palace yesterday, a minis-
ter said, pushing back separatists who seized the city and
other parts of the south earlier this month. The separatists’
losses came nearly three weeks after the pro-independence
Southern Transitional Council (STC) took control of Aden, the
government’s base since Houthi rebels took over the northern
capital Sanaa in 2014.

Forces loyal to the internationally recognized government
of Yemeni President Abedrabbo Mansour Hadi were able “to
secure the presidential palace in Aden and the surrounding
areas,” Information Minister Moammer Al-Eryani tweeted.
“The national army and security services have full control
over the province’s districts.”

The clashes between the STC and government forces -

who for years have fought alongside each other against the
Houthis - have raised concerns that the famine-threatened
country could break apart entirely. The separatists’ seizure of
Aden was seen as a major gain allowing the Security Belt, a
paramilitary force loyal to the STC, to press on to take other
strategic areas. 

However, the Yemeni government drafted in reinforce-
ments from the north and mounted a pushback that appears
to have met little resistance. An AFP correspondent in the
east of the city witnessed shelling by advancing government
forces who came fresh from their success in taking back con-
trol of Abyan province to the east yesterday. A pro-govern-
ment source told AFP that fighting had erupted in the streets
of Aden as loyalist troops fanned out there.

Abyan was the second southern province to be retaken by
government forces in southern Yemen in days following
clashes with the Security Belt. Earlier in the week, govern-
ment forces also regained control of Shabwa province after
beating back an attack by STC forces. The Yemeni interior
ministry issued a statement urging the separatists to “lay
down their arms” and surrender. 

The new fighting comes despite repeated calls for a
ceasefire by a Saudi-led coalition, which intervened in the
war in 2015 in support of the government after the Houthis
seized the capital Sanaa and much of Yemen - the Arab
world’s poorest nation. Since then, the conflict has killed
tens of thousands of people, mostly civilians, in what the
United Nations has described as the world’s worst humani-
tarian crisis. While they have also fought against the
Houthis, STC forces want to see South Yemen regain the
independence it gave up with unification in 1990. The sepa-
ratists want to address what they say is a history of
exploitation and marginalization of their people. “We will
sail together towards the safe harbor chosen by our people
who have fought for this for so long,” STC leader Aidarous
Al-Zoubeidi - a popular and charismatic figure in the south
- said in a speech on Tuesday. — Agencies 
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MEKELE, Ethiopia: Yonas Getu Molla start-
ed chewing qat as an architecture student,
when he and his friends would munch on the
leafy stimulant late into the night to help them
study. When they closed their books, their
heartbeats racing, they would seek out
depressants like vodka and cannabis to dull
the plant’s amphetamine-like effects so they
could sleep. Yonas blames qat for leading him
into drug and alcohol addictions, which cost
him his career, his savings and the respect of
his family. “One substance would follow the
other substance,” he said. “It’s like a coin - the
back and the front.”

At the state-run Substance Rehabilitation
Centre, he has been forced to give up qat
alongside his other addictions - a rare
approach in a region where few are trying to
tackle the controversial habit. While banned in
many countries, chewing qat is commonplace
in Ethiopia and the wider Horn of Africa
region. Many see it as a cultural activity rather
than a societal problem. However, some users

are frank about the side effects: Loss of
appetite, damaged teeth and lack of sleep. 

The habit  can also drain household
finances. A user in the capital Addis Ababa
would expect to pay around $4 a day for qat
from the eastern city of Harar, long a center
of production. Ethiopia’s average annual per
capita income is $783, according to the
World Bank.

Welday Hagos, a clinical psychologist and
director of the Mekele-based center -
Ethiopia’s only free, long-term drug and alco-
hol rehabilitation facility - believes that qat is
a gateway drug to harder substances. He told
AFP that more than 80 percent of the 500
patients who have stayed there since it
opened in 2015 started out chewing qat.
“After that they add cigarettes, after that they
add alcohol. That’s why it is the main gate for
different drugs,” said Welday. “We are not on
the right track,” he said. “We have to increase
the knowledge of our population of the con-
sequences of qat chewing.”

Much like harder drugs, quitting qat takes
a physical and emotional toll on longtime
users, Welday said. They complain of every-
thing from irritability to nightmares and wild
fluctuations in appetite. Despite the com-
plaints, there is little consensus among health
experts on how addictive qat actually is. As
well as individual and group therapy sessions,
users treated at the center are prescribed
medication for withdrawal symptoms. They
are also offered “spiritual sessions”, the
chance to work out in a makeshift gym or by
playing football and entrepreneurship training.

Qat is Ethiopia’s second-biggest export
behind coffee, with heavy traffic to neighbor-
ing Djibouti and Somalia. Domestic con-
sumption is also growing especially among
university students, Welday said, referring to
several studies, including one published last
year. Sporadic campaigns by local civil soci-
ety groups have failed to result in a ban like
those imposed in Britain and the United
States. “In some parts of the country, espe-

cially in the eastern parts, people do not see
it as a problem,” Welday said. “They use it
for cultural celebrations and other things,
similar to alcohol.”

In an area of Addis Ababa known as Little
Mogadishu, qat is often referred to as “green
gold”. On a recent afternoon, its sleepy streets
came alive with the arrival of a van bearing
freshly picked qat from Harar. After crowding
around the van and bartering for sacks of the
green leaves, a group of five young men
arranged their plastic stools in a circle on the
roadside. Shielded from the sun by an umbrel-
la, they praised the virtues of qat while stuff-
ing wads of it into their mouths.

The leaf, they said, serves as a pain reliev-
er, an appetite suppressant and an anti-
depressant. They said that it calms the popu-
lation, making it easier to police. And they
claimed that it lowers their sex drives, making
them less likely to cheat on their wives. Those
who use qat while working said that it brought
them to a state known as “merkana”, which

they described as an intense but joyful con-
centration that made them more productive.
The men had little patience for claims that qat
was a “gateway drug”. “People who say that
are people who were already addicted to
alcohol, to different kinds of drugs,” said
Ousman Abdulahi. “When you do qat, it just
makes you focus.”

However, some residents of the Substance
Rehabilitation Centre say their lives were
ruined by qat even without moving on to
other addictions. Mohammed Kelifa, 30,
chewed qat for nine years. He would stay up
all night chatting up women on Facebook, he
said. After his wife found out, their marriage
ended in divorce. He believes his three-
month stay at the rehab center helped him
quit qat for good. Now he looks forward to
rebuilding his life. “I want to remarry and
start a family and get my self-respect back,”
he said. “Most people, when they leave this
place, they fear that they will relapse, but I
don’t have that feeling.”  — AFP 
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The sun sets behind burnt trees of the Amazon rainforest south of Porto Velho on Tuesday. — AFP 


